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WebTransport Overview and Requirements (20 minutes)
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Victor Vasiliev

Goal of this document

“To assist in the coordination with owners of the WebTransport API, the group will initially develop an overview document containing use cases and requirements in order to clarify the goals of the effort. The requirements will include those arising from the WebTransport API.”

(from the charter)
Goal of this presentation

- Overview of what the draft covers
- Overview of open issues
WebTransport Overview

The WebTransport API is a web interface for client-server communication over unidirectional streams, bidirectional streams, and datagrams.

The WebTransport Protocol provides mappings of that API over popular transport and application protocols, such as QUIC and HTTP.
Target applications

Anything that wants one of the following:
- “WebSockets for UDP”
- “WebSockets without head-of-line blocking”

We’ve reached out to a wide range of web developers, and there is plenty of interest in this in following domains:
- Web games
- Live streaming
- Cloud gaming
- Remote desktop
- Web chat
# Bidirectional Communication on the Web (proposed)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Client-Server</th>
<th>Peer-to-peer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reliable and ordered</td>
<td>WebSocket (also WebTransport!)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliable but unordered</td>
<td>WebTransport</td>
<td>RTCDataChannel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unreliable and unordered</td>
<td>WebTransport</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Requirements

- MUST use TLS or equivalent
- MUST maintain consent to send continuously
- MUST have congestion control
- MUST ensure that the server is aware the client is a WebTransport client
- MUST let server filter connections by origin (CORS)
- MUST let server be represented as a URI (for CSP, etc)
- MUST let same client and server have multiple sessions at the same time
Common features

- Streams
  - Arbitrary sized
  - Reliable
  - Independent (when possible)
  - Cancellable (when possible)

- Datagrams
  - MTU-sized
  - Unreliable (when possible)
Streams

- Both bidirectional and unidirectional
- Initiated by either client or server
- How does the state machine look like?
- How do we reset bidirectional streams?
  - TCP/HTTP2 way: reset closes both halves.
  - QUIC way: reset closes one half.
- Should we expose stream IDs as an API surface?
**QUIC Datagrams**


**DATAGRAM frame (0x30 and 0x31)**

Length field is optional, determined by least significant bit

```
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+---------------------------------------------------------------+
| [Length (i)]                                                  |
+---------------------------------------------------------------+
| Datagram Data (*)                                             |
+---------------------------------------------------------------+
```

Negotiated via `max_datagram_frame_size` transport parameter
Terminology

Lots of open issues here.

- We tend to refer to things as “a transport”, but this is ambiguous
- “Transport session” is an instance of a WebTransport
- “Transport protocol” is also ambiguous (does it refer to TCP/QUIC, or QuicTransport/HttpTransport?)
- “Stream” vs “Message”
  - Are they the same thing?
  - Which one do we use?
Priorities

“A QUIC implementation SHOULD provide ways in which an application can indicate the relative priority of streams”.

Options:

- Deem this out of scope as a pure API issue.
- Define something
- Wait for HTTP/3 priorities and use them as-is.
Discussion

WG Adoption of
draft-vvv-webtransport-overview?

Other Questions?
WebTransport using HTTP/2
(15 minutes)
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Eric Kinnear
WebTransport using HTTP/2

draft-kinnear-webtransport-http2

Alan Frindell, Eric Kinnear, Tommy Pauly,
Victor Vasiliev, Guowu Xie
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Since IETF 106

Merging of HTTP transport documents

draft-xie-bidirectional-messaging-02
draft-kinnear-httpbis-http2-transport
draft-vvv-webtransport-http3

Shared architecture, mapped onto HTTP/2 and HTTP/3
Why HTTP/2?

HTTP/2 provides framing layer with many desired transport features

- Configuration exchange
- Multiplexed streams
- Shared congestion control and loss recovery state
- Flow control
- Stream relationships and priorities
- Traverses the internet

Does not have unreliable or unordered data
Shared Concepts

Mapping of WebTransport over HTTP/2
  Bidirectional communication over HTTP using TLS/TCP
Negotiation and session establishment phase
Data exchange phase
Negotiation

New SETTINGS value: SETTINGS_ENABLE_WEBTRANSPORT

Extended CONNECT allows connecting to server itself

Combine SETTINGS_ENABLE_CONNECT_PROTOCOL and SETTINGS_ENABLE_WEBTRANSPORT

New token, “webtransport”, for use with the :protocol pseudo-header
Session Establishment

Http2Transport servers are defined by pair of authority value and path value WebTransport Connect Stream established by using the extended CONNECT method with :protocol token “webtransport”

Connect Stream used only for WebTransport session, no data exchange

WebTransport Stream lifetime tied to that of the session
WebTransport Stream Types

Client

WebTransport Connect Stream

WebTransport Stream

WebTransport Stream

WebTransport Connect Stream

WebTransport Stream

Server
Data Exchange

WebTransport Streams established using new frame, WTHEADERS

Same as a regular HEADERS frame, but bidirectional and references the WebTransport Connect Stream for its session

Corresponding Connect Stream provides forwarding information to intermediaries
WTHEADERS Frame

```
    0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  0  1
+------------------------------------------+
| Pad Length? (8) |
+------------------------------------------+
| E | Stream Dependency? (31) |
+------------------------------------------+
| Weight? (8) |
+------------------------------------------+
| R | Connect Stream ID (31) |
+------------------------------------------+
| Header Block Fragment (*) ... |
+------------------------------------------+
| Padding (*) ... |
+------------------------------------------+
```
Example

```plaintext
SETTNGS
SETTINGS_ENABLE_CONNECT_PROTOCOL = 1
SETTINGS_ENABLE_WEBTRANSPORT = 1

HEADERS + END_HEADERS
+ STREAM_ID = 3
:method = CONNECT
:protocol = webtransport
:scheme = https
:path = /
:authority = server.example.com

SETTNGS
SETTINGS_ENABLE_CONNECT_PROTOCOL = 1
SETTINGS_ENABLE_WEBTRANSPORT = 1

HEADERS + END_HEADERS
+ STREAM_ID = 3
:status = 200
```
Example

WTHEADERS + END_HEADERS
+ STREAM_ID = 5
+ CONNECT_STREAM = 3
:method = GET
:scheme = https
:path = /
:authority = server.example.com

DATA + STREAM_ID = 5
WebTransport Data

WTHEADERS + END_HEADERS
+ STREAM_ID = 5
+ CONNECT_STREAM = 3
:status = 200

DATA + STREAM_ID = 5 + END_STREAM
WebTransport Data

DATA + STREAM_ID = 5 + END_STREAM
WebTransport Data
Example

WebTransport Connect Stream
CONNECT (5)

WebTransport Stream
WTHEADERS (7, CS=5)

WebTransport Stream
WTHEADERS (9, CS=5)

WebTransport Stream
WTHEADERS (8, CS=5)

WebTransport Connect Stream
CONNECT (11)

WebTransport Stream
WTHEADERS (10, CS=11)
Lifecycle

Stream states remain the same

Client initiates Connect Streams

Either endpoint initiates WebTransport Streams

If the Connect Stream closes, all WebTransport Streams associated with that Connect Stream close
Intermediaries

WebTransport Streams are routed on the same connection as their corresponding WebTransport Connect Streams by any segment which has negotiated the use of WebTransport

Example: *Client initiates stream through proxy*
Intermediaries

WebTransport Streams are routed on the same connection as their corresponding WebTransport Connect Streams by any segment which has negotiated the use of WebTransport

Example: Server initiates stream through proxy
Summary

HTTP/2 extension, negotiated with new SETTINGS value

WebTransport sessions are established with extended CONNECT

WebTransport Streams carry data, reference WebTransport Connect Streams

Either endpoint can establish WebTransport Streams

Intermediaries use Connect Streams to route all associated streams
Questions?
WebTransport over HTTP/3
WebTransport over QUIC
(30 minutes)

Presentation End: 16:35

Victor Vasiliev
Http3Transport

...is like Http2Transport, but over HTTP/3!

- Datagram support using draft-schinazi-quic-h3-datagram-03
- Draft is currently in process of being converged towards design choices outlined in draft-kinnear-webtransport-http2-00:
  - SETTINGS-based negotiation
  - Using stream IDs to associate WebTransport streams with a Connect stream
  - WebTransport streams can have optional headers and trailers
QuicTransport

Minimal protocol on top of QUIC
- ALPN value ("wq")
- URI scheme
- Client indication (special stream with metadata)
  - Contains origin of the initiating webpage
  - Contains the path from the URI
- One dedicated QUIC connection per transport session
QuicTransport URI scheme

quic-transport://server.test:50000/test?foo=bar

sent as SNI

sent in client indication
The Great Transport Zoo
Transports proposed so far

- **QuicTransport**
  A QUIC connection with minimal additions required to make it work with Web security model.
- **Http2Transport**
  Virtual multiplexed transport inside an HTTP/2 connection.
- **Http3Transport**
  Virtual multiplexed transport inside an HTTP/3 connection.
- **FallbackTransport (no draft currently)**
  Simulation of multiplexed streams on top of WebSocket protocol

Which ones do we actually need?
# Overview of proposed transports

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dedicated</th>
<th>Pooled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QUIC-based</td>
<td>QuicTransport</td>
<td>Http3Transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP-based</td>
<td>FallbackTransport</td>
<td>Http2Transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(fallback)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Axis: underlying transport protocol

- QuicTransport and Http3Transport use QUIC
- Http2Transport and FallbackTransport use TCP

We need at least one for QUIC and one for TCP, as QUIC may be blocked on some networks.
Axis: dedicated vs shared

- QuicTransport has a dedicated connection per transport session.
- Http2Transport and Http3Transport multiplex all sessions into a single connection when possible.

As a general principle, we want to multiplex connections as often as possible.
Reasons to want a dedicated connection

- Dedicated congestion control context
  - Congestion control data can be used to provide bandwidth estimate
  - Useful for media and other situations where the rate of application data can be adjusted based on network conditions
- Connection-level statistics (packet loss, etc)
- Connection-level TLS configuration
  - Client cert authentication
  - Custom server certificates
Some other considerations

- HTTP-based transports have advantage of easy integration with existing HTTP infrastructure (load balancers, CDNs, web frameworks)
- HTTP solves a lot of practical problems (e.g. redirects) that QuicTransport chose not to solve
- QuicTransport allows existing protocols on top of QUIC to be adapted into a Web-usable version “for free”
Some options

1. Adopt both QuicTransport and Http{2,3}Transport
2. Adopt Http{2,3}Transport and consider making a dedicated version of that
   (note: this is not as easy as it sounds)
3. Adopt Http{2,3}Transport and punt dedicated version until we’re certain it is needed
Questions?
Wrapup and Summary (10 minutes)

Session End: 17:10

Bernard Aboba
David Schinazi
Thank you
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